Dear Kathleen & Carol,

Thank you so much for the amazing presentation you did for our class last Friday! The kids were so engaged and they loved all the information you shared about the animals. I would love to have you visit again next year!

~ Anne Becker

Just a note...

Thank you, One thing I liked was the beaver.
For, Because it was really cool and you could see where the eyes and mouth was.
Thank you one thing I really liked was seeing all of the animals up close and learning about them.

Sincerely: Margaret
Miss Beckers 4th grade class

Kathleen and Carol,
Thank you so much for coming to our class to talk about beavers, blue harrins and the stergin.
One thing I really liked was feeling the beaver fur. The beaver fur kind of feels like my puppy's fur.

From: Morgen
Dear Ms. Kathleen and Ms. Carol,
Thank you so much for the Animal presentation. I most enjoyed the beaver. I had no idea that they had oil under their nails to clean their fur! The beaver skin was so soft. Thank you so much for the presentation. I learned a lot.

Sincerely,
Sophie

My favorite animal you brought in was the bald heron.
to: Kathleen + carol
from: William

thank you:

one thing i really liked was when you guys talked about the beaver. And 2 Days later i saw a Flock of great blue hares fly over me.